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         This afternoon we went to the place where a group of the people 
         had moved to after leaving the Sundance grounds.  There were 
         some twenty tents scattered around.  A group of young men, 4 on 
         a side, were playing the Flathead game (my term).  I did not 
         succeed in understanding how it is played.  



          
         While waiting for the sapo. to be built, I collected the 
         following miscellany.  
          
         Akowactehogan -- leaf shade.  4 boughs 8' long lashed together 
         at the top, others laid on.  Julius Kennedy said: "It is only 
         for the tipi that we use 3 (foundation) poles.  For everything 
         else -- sapohtowan, wewah, tahogan -- always use 4.  The tripod 
         over fire is akotcackiwanis -- pail hanger.  
          
         Under the leaf shelter a group of women were cutting up meat 
         for the feast.  I asked about the blood.  They said that they 
         usually collected the blood but they had forgotten to bring a 
         pail along to collect it in when the steer was slaughtered.  
         They make blood soup.  Kennedy said that he offered some blood 
         soup to nigohtcak "My Flatus" for luck in hunting.  
          
         The Cree name of Julius Kennedy is ocakeacikewiyin "Shining 
         Over" (as the sun behind a hill).  "My mother gave me that 
         name.  I didn't stop crying for 12 days after I was born.  When 
         I was named I stopped.  The name is from the sun.  It throws 
         its light all over before it comes up.  My father and 
         grandfather made a sapohtowan.  The doorway should be put a 
         little south of where the sun comes up.  We got Muskwa to be 
         the headman tonight.  He told us to make a doorway straight  
         south.  That is where we are going to put it.  My brother has 
         built this three times already.  The fourth time he makes it he 
         will be headman and he'll put it where my father taught us -- 
         east by south.  That is where the spirit that gave this to him 
         came from and taught him where to put it.  Muskwa's spirit told 
         him to face it south."  
          
         The poles were brought up and unloaded.  Muskwa came up.  "Make 
         this big enough so that all the crowd can sit in it.  Make the 
         doorway a little east of where the sun is at noon."  
          
         Eight ten-foot poles, all forked at the top, were laid down in 
         this way: 
          
         (See original for diagram) 
          
         1-2-3 were raised up with the forks firmly interlocked.  6-7-8 
         the same.  Two other straight poles were lashed end to end.  8 
         and 6 were interlocked raised up -- a wagon was rolled up and 
         Kennedy stood in it and raised the two poles tied together into 
          
         place as a ridge pole.  Other straight poles were laid on this 
         foundation.  Small pits were dug out for the tripod poles to 
         rest in.  "My father was told that there were to be 53 poles in 
         all."  Actually there were 48 -- more may have been added 
         later.  
          
         Robert Beary came up and joking, said, "I'll put my tongue out 
         when I come in there" (i.e. when he is hooded). 
          
         Only the two who had the drums sang.  After Muskwa finished, 
         Kon. sang helped by Blind Kennedy.  Then Kennedy helped by 



         Star.  Then Kennedy kept his drum and helped Star.  Then they 
         put drums back on blanket.  
          
         Note:  This last brings to mind a fundamental precept running 
         through all Cree ceremonialism.  Any sacred object must be 
         accorded a "clean place" i.e. not put on the bare ground.  This 
         is also true of persons to whom some respect must be shown.  
         Thus on July 10 Fine Day in telling how brave but poor men were 
         treated says, "They had to sit near the door on the grass.  
         However, pipes are laid on a rack." 
          
         Then Alec took a pipe, passed it over sweetgrass and gave it to 
         Muskwa.  Muskwa pointed it saying that it was for tcipai- 
         pawagun.  "We shall all be happy tomorrow.  We are going to 
         finish this for you."  The pipe was smoked around.  
          
         We came back in the evening at 9 to find that tent covers had 
         been stretched around the lower part of the frame leaving the 
         upper half open.  Two fires were built, one under each tripod.  
         At the juncture of the ridge pole a 15 foot sapling, trimmed of 
         leaves and branches, except at the very top, was placed.  A 
         hole to receive it was first dug by driving a peg.  "That tree 
         is called tawaskamik nipawit -- Lone tree Standing in the 
         Middle of the World.  The tree himself says, 'You dance the 
         way I dance standing up here.'"  
          
         A stone was placed at the foot of the tree.  It was about 10 
         inches in diameter.  "It is otitwistamakiwasini -- Stone That 
         Talks For the People.  That stone is just like an interpreter 
         to the atayohkanuk because he is the one that talks to every 
         one of them for the people."  
          
         A white cloth was hung on the sapling. 
          
         A file of six men -- 3 boys -- 5 women bring in buckets of 
         food.  They place them between sapling and south fire.  A 
         sweetgrass smudge is placed just north of the sapling and each 
         bucket is held over the smoke.  
          
          
         Wm. Sap brings in five bundles.  They are smallish ones, tied 
         in the usual way and wrapped in cloth.  A string is tied across 
         two of the tripod poles.  Sap smokes the bundles and ties them 
         on the string.  Other bundles are brought in and laid on a rack 
         just below the string -- the rack is (see original for 
         diagram).  There are 10 bundles in all.  They are all bundles 
         with hair of dead person in them or (?) other memento.  A 
         smudge is built in front of pipe rack and pipe passed over it.   
          
         During a lull in the activities Blind Kennedy told me, "I do 
         not know much about these things but I am learning.  You have 
         heard that the Sundance is the most powerful.  The mitewuk -- 
         Medicine Tipi is next powerful."  
          
         Tea -- bannock -- pail of soup are brought up to Muskwa.  He 
         holds the pail up to the bundles first and talks.  "In the old 
         times men were thankful to get this."  He varies from a high 



         tune to a low tune saying a few sentences in a high tone and 
         then dropping.  
          
         Then Muskwa lights a pipe.  This time he does not point nor 
         pray nor pass it over sweetgrass. 
          
         During this time Muskwa told the other men what to do during 
         the ceremony.  More food is brought in and held over smoke.  
         Alec holds food up in 4 directions.  
          
         Muskwa talks, "May this people who dance here get life from the 
         dust they raise.  I don't have as good a memory as the people 
         of old had.  M. has given it that the bones of these dead are 
         lying but the soul lives on in the happy grounds where you put 
         them.  May they bring life to those here."  
          
         The Shouter calls those who are to sit near Muskwa.  Drums are 
         warmed.  I noticed Muskwa take a drink of the tea before him 
         that had not yet been held up.  
          
         The Shouter calls again for Harry Brown and Kontciyinu and Iron 
         Child and Old Sap.  More food is brought in.  A pail is given 
         to Iron Child who holds it up and talks over it.  
          
         The food is passed out to the people who by this time are 
         crowded into the structure.  Four pipes are lit and passed 
         around.  Muskwa did not smoke of them.  He tells me, "In the 
         old days, those outside the sapohtowan would not get anything 
         to eat -- now they pass food to those outside."  Everybody 
         spoke in subdued tones.  Muskwa talks and then all eat, M. 
         eating out of the pail he held up.  Alec asks M., "Is it all 
         right now?"  Four pipes are lit, pointed, passed.  Four drums 
         are given out to the four men at head.  M. holds his up and 
          
         talks.  Then he begins to sing.  The three other drummers help 
         him.  
          
                                   DANCE STEP 
                                  HOODED DANCER 
                           (PAGE MISSING IN ORIGINAL) 
          
         The photos that I took of the two dances came out fairly well 
         with the exception of the exposures taken when the inner ritual 
         was held.  The pictures are consecutively numbered and are as 
         follows: 
          
         1.  Fine Day wearing buffalo horn cap.  Note bells suspended 
             from horns -- beading -- bells below beading -- weasel 
             skins pendent from each side. 
          
         2.  Side view of same.  Note back flap with eagle feathers 
             attached.  In right foreground are the bundle wrappings.  
          
         3.  View of sacred stone which is wrapped in with Horn Bonnet.  
             It is the black object in left centre and is lying on its 
             gun cloth wrapping.  Fine Day and Pooyak in background.  
          



         4.  Erecting the Centre Pole.  George Atamoyu is adjusting the 
             hole.  Henry Brown is at extreme left -- Muskwa is just at 
             right of next -- Atamoyu at base of pole -- Cuthand seated 
             in right (wearing broad hat).  Note detail of lodge frame 
             construction and of next construction.  
          
         5.  Some additional prints are hung on just before the pole is 
             raised.  In left background is the wewahtahogen.  Alec 
             Tootoosis is walking away in left -- in centre is the 
             Shouter.  The lodge poles (2 pairs) used to brace the pole 
             are across the centre.  Men pulling on ropes at right.  
             Muskwa to the right of the pole; his brother adjusting 
             prints to the left Tripod supporting net may be seen.  
          
         6.  Up she goes.  Note 2 pairs of poles bracing.  Atamoyu 
             wearing hat in right centre.  Muskwa may be seen just to 
             right of pole.   
          
         7.  The men dancers on the first day.  From left to right they 
             are -- Fox, wearing loon hide; Ukimau with mask; Old Tom 
             partially hidden by post; Ernest Tootoosis wearing beaded 
             collar; Norman Standing Horn; Lone Singer with beaded 
             shirt; John Kiskipatagou; Old Sap atahigan.  The boy facing 
             camera in left foreground is ap ciy uic -- F.D.'s grandson.  
             Of the men seated I recognize the visitor from Paskwa in 
             councillor's uniform, the two old Stonies to right of post, 
             one of them has a pipe.  Note prints tied to rafters in 
             upper right; boughs leaned against frame for shade in upper 
             left; centre pole in extreme right; details of construction 
             of frame and rafter.  This view is taken from the "door."  
          
         8.  The women's side on first day.  Note Fine Day leading the 
             singing with rattle upheld.  To the right of him are the 
             Stony with a drum; Kecohko beating hide; drummer.  To the 
             left of Fine Day is Iron Child.  The women dancers I cannot 
             at present identify.  Note that the women spectators all 
             sit facing north.  Note detail of bough fence -- dancers 
             with whistles.  
          
         9.  Fine Day speaks, urging dancers to do things right.  Note 
             detail of centre pole.  At level of Fine Day's head is a 
             cloth that has been affixed to a stick but tied around the 
             pole.  Solomon looking at camera in left foreground from 
             circle of singers.  
          
         10.  Men dancers during the last day.  Two old Stonies hugging 
              shade in the foreground.  George Kacahko fourth from left.  
               
         11.  Women dancers last day.  Muskwa leading singing.  Boughs 
              have been moved to shade the women.  Tent may be seen 
              through gap in cover.  
          
         12.  Wm. Sap and Bones on the last day.  Both are stripped to 
              the waist and painted.  Sap is dancing with two eagle 
              wings and wears raven skin.  Pole of wewahtahogu in upper 
              left.  Bones is dancing holding braid of sweetgrass in  
              left hand and eagle wing with pendent feathers in right.  



              Next to him is Brown wearing raven hide.  Through the 
              opening in the fence may be seen the buffalo skull with 
              prints folded atop it and the hooks on each side.  A pile 
              of folded cloth is in the right of the skull.  The excava- 
              tion may be dimly seen in front of it.  A sweetgrass 
              smudge is in front of the skull between the fences.  In 
              the lower right is the fire and above it the two utensils 
              for handling the coals.  In the centre is the pipe rack 
              with three pipes.  In front of the rack is another smudge 
              and two braids of grass.  Next to the rack is the board 
              for cutting tobacco and the knife.  Sap's jowls are 
              painted white. 
          
         13.  The Sapohtowan.  Julius Kennedy is bringing a drum in.  
              Three tent covers are seen.  
          
         Some comments by Mr. Taylor of Little Pine: "Indians invariably 
         mount on the wrong side of a horse.  They also take harness off 
         from the wrong side." 
          
          
         W.B. Cameron told me of an Indian squaw who had cancer of the 
         breast.  Her husband cured her by applying wood ashes to the 
         wound.  
          
         I have heard that the reason for so much Negro and white blood 
         in these Indians is that a Northwest Company fort was esta- 
         blished on the Saskatchewan once.  There were Negroes working in 
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         the outfit.  The fort was attacked -- the men fled, leaving 
         their native wives and families behind.      
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